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Abstract

Parasitic wormsare seriouspestsof humans, livestock, and cropsworldwide. Multiple management strategies areemployed inorder

to reduce their impact, and some of these may affect their genome and population allelic frequency distribution. The evolution of

chemical resistance, ecological changes, and pest dispersal has allowed an increasing number of pests to become difficult to control

with current management methods. Their lifestyle limits the use of ecological and individual-based management of populations.

There is a need to develop rapid, affordable, and simple diagnostics to assess the efficacy of management strategies and delay the

evolution of resistance to these strategies. This study presents a multilocus, equal-representation, whole-genome pooled single

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) selection approach as a monitoring tool for the ovine nematode parasite Haemonchus contortus.

The SNP selection method used two reference genomes of different quality, then validated these SNPs against a high-quality recent

genome assembly. From over 11 million high-quality SNPs identified, 334 SNPs were selected, of which 262 were species-specific,

yielded similar allele frequencies when assessed as multiple individuals or as pools of individuals, and suitable to distinguish mixed

nematode isolate pools from single isolate pools. As a proof-of-concept, 21 Australian H. contortus populations with various

phenotypes and genotypes were screened. This analysis confirmed the overall low level of genetic differentiation between pop-

ulations collected from the field, but clearly identifying highly inbred populations, and populations showing genetic signatures

associated with chemical resistance. The analysis showed that 66% of the SNPs were necessary for stability in assessing population

genetic patterns, and SNP pairs did not show linkage according to allelic frequencies across the 21 populations. This method

demonstrates that ongoing monitoring of parasite allelic frequencies and genetic changes can be achieved as a management

assessment tool to identify drug-treatment failure, population incursions, and inbreeding signatures due to selection. The SNP

selection method could also be applied to other parasite species.
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Significance

Pest management rarely uses whole-genome population genetics to monitor the effects of management strategies.

Here, we develop a pooled-individuals’ single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) selection pipeline in the ovine parasite,

Barber’s pole worm Haemonchus contortus and demonstrate its suitability to differentiate mixed and inbred popula-

tions due to selection pressures from management strategies. Rapidly and cheaply tracking changes in parasite pop-

ulation genetics as an ongoing diagnostic of management efficacy will be important for delaying the development of

resistance to various management strategies. The widespread use of such SNP panels would allow the reliable detec-

tion of genomic changes in pest populations due to natural and anthropogenic selection.
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Introduction

Parasites pose a serious risk to human, animal, and plant

health in natural and agricultural environments. The practical

application of domestic animal parasite management more

often relies on managing host genetics and nutrition, mini-

mizing exposure to infective stages, chemical control, and

interventions timed to coincide with predicted lifecycle sus-

ceptibility. Season to season monitoring is often performed

using visual methods including microscopy and is influenced

by sampling strategies and perceptions of thresholds (Sr�eter

et al. 1994; Besier et al. 2016). Many parasites are prophylac-

tically controlled with chemical application or environment

manipulation at set times of the year or in response to envi-

ronmental circumstances (e.g., rainfall events). All manage-

ment strategies have a long-term impact on pest and parasite

population genetics. This is obvious with the evolution of

chemical resistance, ecological shift to evade eradication,

novel gene flow between populations following increased

dispersal ability, hybridization, and the colonization of new

environments (Wolstenholme et al. 2004; Emery et al.

2016; Hoberg and Zarlenga 2016; Rose et al. 2016). There

are an increasing number of pests which have evolved the

ability to evade management strategies (Tomasetto et al.

2017; Gould et al. 2018), and some parasite species persist

despite globally coordinated efforts to control them (Phillips

et al. 2017; Else et al. 2020). The genetic basis of many man-

agement resistance phenotypes remains elusive and complex,

therefore limiting the development of genetic screening diag-

nostics. Integrated pest/parasite management dictates the use

of multiple and diverse management solutions in order to

diversify selective pressure on pests or parasites (Waller

1997; Gould et al. 2018). The effect of pest/parasite manage-

ment strategies can be observed through population genetics

and the evolutionary processes shaping their genomes.

Several studies have argued for a better integration of popu-

lation genetics into pest and parasite management (Roush

and Daly 1990; Gould 1995; Rollins et al. 2006; Gilleard

and Beech 2007; Porretta et al. 2007; Kirk et al. 2013; Cole

and Viney 2018). Population genetic monitoring has the po-

tential to identify shifts before the management methods be-

come inefficient (Bailly et al. 2004; Cowled et al. 2012; Zheng

et al. 2015).

The population genetics of many parasites, especially in

agricultural settings, is not widely studied, and findings are

often extrapolated from small and infrequent studies to devise

management options without rigorous validation. Parasites

present some additional challenges as they are difficult to

sample due to their location within hosts, are often micro-

scopic, and there are high number of co-occurring parasite

species. Frequent genetic monitoring would allow the tailor-

ing of personalized management advice, and assessment of

the risk of parasites becoming management proof. However,

the implementation of integrated pest management through

population genetics requires a robust, rapid, cost-, and labor-

effective diagnostic, from sampling strategy to molecular test-

ing and manageable data analysis.

This study aimed to develop a diagnostic species-specific

single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) panel that would accu-

rately track differences due to population mixing, manage-

ment strategies, and geographical isolation. This study used

the Barber’s pole worm, Haemonchus contortus, as this spe-

cies has become a model organism for parasitic nematodes

(Gilleard 2013; Doyle et al. 2017). This nematode is a gastro-

intestinal parasite with a worldwide distribution. Populations

of this species have developed drug resistance to multiple

chemical classes (Kotze and Prichard 2016). Its internal para-

sitic life cycle, and microscopic size for most of its develop-

ment, its co-occurrence with multiple similar nematode

parasites (collectively, gastrointestinal nematodes—GIN), ren-

der management through visual and ecological tracking dif-

ficult and labor intensive. The GIN most commonly observed

in Australia alongside H. contortus are Trichostrongylus vitri-

nus, Trichostrongylus colubriformis, and Teladorsagia circum-

cincta, with Oesophagostomum venulosum, Chabertia ovina,

Cooperia oncophora, and Oesophagostomum columbianum

as the next-most common (Roeber et al. 2013).

Previous population genetics studies of H. contortus have

shown strong population differentiation between worldwide

lab-derived populations (Redman, Packard, et al. 2008) and

between worldwide field populations (Troell et al. 2006; Sall�e

et al. 2019). Multiple studies have shown there was low pop-

ulation differentiation between H. contortus found between

various mammalian host species (Cerutti et al. 2010).

Australian populations of H. contortus have demonstrated

low level genetic structure, with a geographical influence

(Hunt et al. 2008). The population McMaster1931 is unique

as it has been originally collected in Australia in 1931 and

maintained in the laboratory since then, with passage through

sheep host every couple of years followed by cryopreservation

of larvae in between passages. This population predates the

use of anthelmintics and is susceptible to all drugs.

McMaster1931 is genetically distant from more recently col-

lected H. contortus populations (Hunt et al. 2008). The pop-

ulation ChiswickAVRS is a laboratory-derived strain. It was

originally collected in Australia in 1999 and was susceptible

to anthelmintic drugs; it was then artificially selected for

smooth vulval phenotype and avermectin resistance. Studies

of intracontinental population structure in H. contortus have

identified a fixation index (pairwise Fst) in the range of

0.00007 to 0.0757 (Hunt et al. 2008; Redman et al. 2015;

Chaudhry et al. 2016). Population genetics studies of

H. contortus have used a low number of loci including mito-

chondrial DNA, AFLPs, ITS regions of ribosomal RNA genes,

and microsatellites (Otsen et al. 2001; Blouin 2002; Troell

et al. 2006; Hunt et al. 2008; Redman, Grillo, et al. 2008;

Gharamah et al. 2012; Yin et al. 2013). Recent whole-

genome studies of intercontinental populations (including
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Australian populations) have shown a pairwise Fst of 0.2–0.3

between Australian and Chinese or UK populations, and Fst

of 0.16 (60.02) between Australian and French populations

(Khan et al. 2019; Sall�e et al. 2019). Overall, studies have

found high genetic diversity within populations, accompanied

with low genetic differences between populations from the

same country or continent.

The genomics of H. contortus is an evolving and dynamic

area of research. Two genome assemblies (Laing et al. 2013;

Schwarz et al. 2013) of greatly varying quality were produced,

then the first genetic map (Doyle et al. 2017), followed by an

additional genome assembly from a third strain (Palevich et al.

2019), and a highly resolved genome assembly in 2020 (Doyle

et al. 2020). Whole-genome SNP studies with this species

have revealed loci linked to ivermectin resistance (Luo et al.

2017; Sall�e et al. 2019), as well as genetic differentiation be-

tween worldwide populations, and selective sweeps for an-

thelmintic resistance, reproduction pathways, and climate

adaptation (Khan et al. 2019; Sall�e et al. 2019).

Current diagnostics for infection levels with GINs including

H. contortus involve the use of microscopy to enumerate the

parasite eggs in fecal samples from the host animals (Faecal

Worm Egg Count, FWEC). This method does not distinguish

between H. contortus and at least five other genera of GIN.

Therefore, where a risk of H. contortus is present, a culture of

feces is conducted to obtain L3 stage larvae, and the genera

distinguished from one another based on morphological char-

acteristics (Love 2010; Van Wyk and Mayhew 2013) termed

fecal culture and larval differentiation (FCLD). The testing for

drug resistance in most cases uses the fecal egg count reduc-

tion test (FECRT) where groups of hosts are first tested to

ensure they are infected, then treated with selected anthel-

mintics, usually in groups of 10–15 animals, and then FWEC

conducted at 10-day posttreatment (Coles et al. 1992).

Rarely, FCLD is used after FWEC in the FECRT test to identify

which species survived the anthelmintic treatment and are

therefore thought to be drug resistant. FECRT and the com-

ponent FWEC and FCLD tests are labor intensive, require par-

ticular skills (especially FCLD), and have not been adopted to a

high level in livestock production systems (Cabaret 2008;

Vercruysse et al. 2018) due to costs and time constraints.

Alternative tests are needed, and DNA-based tests have

long been proposed as candidates to replace FWEC, FCLD,

and FECRT (Kotze et al. 2020).

Specific mutations in target-site genes are known to confer

resistance to a few drug classes in a number of parasitic nem-

atodes, including H. contortus, but resistance diagnostics

based on these mutations have not yet been developed for

use with field populations (Kotze and Prichard 2016).

Specifically, two SNPs in the b-tubulin-isotype 1 (btub1)

gene, E198A and F200Y, have been linked to increased benz-

imidazole drug resistance (Kotze et al. 2012) and are wide-

spread in Australian populations. However, resistance

mechanisms in H. contortus also involve diverse metabolic

mechanisms associated with detoxification or efflux of drugs

(Kotze et al. 2014). Metabolic resistance mechanisms are dif-

ficult to translate into reliable diagnostic (compared with point

mutations) therefore favoring a population genetics approach

such as that described by Otsen et al. (2016). A complete and

unified genome assembly has only recently been made avail-

able (Doyle et al. 2017; 2020) offering the opportunity to

access new molecular markers. Many studies have argued

for a population genetics approach to H. contortus population

monitoring (Hunt and Lello 2012; Emery et al. 2016).

In the present study, a pooled-samples equal-representa-

tion workflow was developed in order to select and validate a

small number of randomly distributed and management-

targeted whole-genome SNPs in H. contortus. We developed

two SNPs panels, and tested their stability and reliability using

21 nematode populations, showing various resistance pheno-

types, geographical origins, and inbreeding levels. As only a

limited number of parasites species have high-quality genome

assemblies available (International Helminth Genome

Consortium 2018) the development of a pipeline with multi-

ple and imperfect reference genomes may be useful in other

circumstances. Next-generation whole-genome sequencing is

not yet a convenient tool for diagnostics outside of human

medicine; it requires large amount of high-quality DNA, ex-

pensive reagents, and equipment and skilled bioinformatics

personnel to analyze, and generally laboratories capable of

testing are located in major centers away from agricultural

areas where the testing is required. In livestock breeding,

allelotyping of SNPs to assess animal breeding value has be-

come a routine procedure (ovineSNP50 and SNP600

BeadChip, Illumina, Inc). Therefore, in the interest of design-

ing a rapid, readily usable parasite management diagnostic,

the H. contortus SNP panel was developed for use with mass

spectrometry allelotyping technology. The MassArray technol-

ogy has recently been demonstrated on pooled human sam-

ples (Downes et al. 2004; Hellicar et al. 2015) but not

previously in invertebrate eukaryotic organisms.

Results

SNP Panel Construction

Illumina genome sequencing was undertaken for two popu-

lations of H. contortus, McMaster1931 (McM) and

Wallangra2003 (Wal). The Illumina sequence data aligned

with a read depth of 10� or more in 26% (mean across

the 11 libraries) of loci across the H. contortus MHCo3(ISE)

reference genome, referred to as ISE (Laing et al. 2013) and in

11% of loci (mean across the 11 libraries) across the

H. contortus McMaster genome assembly, referred to as

MCM (Schwarz et al. 2013). Across the 11 libraries, 19% of

loci did not have any coverage against the ISE genome,

whereas 29% of loci did not have coverage against the

MCM genome. The read trimming and filtering eliminated

Genome-Wide SNPs for Pooled Allelotyping Assays GBE
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5% of reads on average, and approximately 88% of the

remaining reads were aligned to the respective reference ge-

nome (table 1, see supplementary material S3,

Supplementary Material online, for individual library statistics).

The initial filtering removed 66% and 60% of reads in the

samples aligned to ISE, whereas 75% of reads aligned to

MCM genome were removed. After these steps the mean

coverage was always above 20 reads per loci. The alignment

to the ISE genome showed a higher alignment quality com-

pared with alignment to the MCM genome demonstrated by

a lower percentage of reads being rejected during filtering

and a higher coverage using the ISE genome (table 1).

Alignment of the two population libraries to the ISE refer-

ence genome yielded a total of 15,804,346 variants of which

84.7% (13,397,305) were SNPs. The conservative filtering

step eliminated 12% of SNPs leaving 11,843,880 high-quality

SNPs, of which 11,638,195 were biallelic. The transition/trans-

version ratio was 1.85. Alignment of the two population li-

braries to the MCM reference genome yielded a total of

13,603,018 variants of which 85.1% (11,582,708) were

SNPs. The conservative filtering step eliminated 15% of

SNPs leaving 9,845,302 high-quality SNPs of which

9,636,253 were biallelic. The transition/transversion ratio

was 1.91.

Due to the higher quality and number of SNPs discovered

using the ISE reference genome, a higher number of ran-

domly distributed SNPs were selected from this assembly,

with 148 SNPs selected from the ISE assembly, and the

remaining 96 selected from the MCM genome assembly.

The 90 chemical-resistance candidate SNPs were selected

from the ISE genome assembly. A minimum of two SNPs

were selected from each genomic scaffold of the reference

genome to allow comparison of SNP pairs known to be phys-

ically linked. The mean read coverage of selected SNPs was

40.84 (SD¼ 20.07) and 41.36 (SD¼ 22.38) in population

Wallangra2003 and McMaster1931, respectively. Of the

244 randomly distributed SNPs, 74 had a difference in

reference allele frequency between Wallangra2003 and

McMaster1931 of 60.0 to 0.2. The remaining SNPs had

larger differences in reference allele frequency between the

two populations, with the extremes exceeding 0.78 (fig. 1A).

The mean allele frequency difference between the two pop-

ulations in the randomly distributed panel was 0.31

(SD¼ 0.2). The SNPs also were selected to have an even dis-

tribution across the range of alternate allele frequencies in

both populations from 0 to 0.5 (fig. 1B).

The 244 randomly selected SNPs and the 90 candidate

drug-resistance gene SNPs were then mapped (fig. 2) back

to the 2018 improved genome assembly (Doyle et al. 2017).

Of the randomly distributed SNPs, 10% (25 SNPs) were lo-

cated in coding regions (exons), whereas 81% (198 SNPs)

were in noncoding regions (introns, intergenic, tandem re-

peat, and low complexity regions) (supplementary material

S1, Supplementary Material online). An additional 8.6% (21

SNPs) did not map to the 2018 assembly and therefore do not

have an annotation. Of the 90 candidate drug-resistance

gene SNPs selected, 66% (60 SNPs) were found in coding

regions of the target gene previously identified in the ISE as-

sembly, and 27% (25 SNPs) were in introns of the target gene

(supplementary material S1, Supplementary Material online).

All chemical resistance candidate gene SNPs were successfully

mapped to the improved genome assembly.

The mean difference in alternate allele frequency across all

313 SNPs (which successfully amplified and multiplexed) be-

tween the estimation from Illumina compared with

Sequenom was �0.22 (SD¼ 0.39) and �0.23 (SD¼ 0.39)

in population McMaster1931 and Wallangra2003 respectively

(fig. 3). The next-generation sequence (NGS) to Sequenom

allele frequency difference between the chemical-resistance

SNPs and randomly distributed SNPs was not significant for

either population (McMaster1931: t¼ 0.36, df¼ 93,

P¼ 0.71, Wallangra2003: t¼ 0.90, df¼ 86, P¼ 0.36) and

also not significant between the two populations (t ¼ �0.5,

df¼ 485, P¼ 0.57). For approximately 15% of the SNPs, the

Table 1

Alignment and Filtering Statistics for the Pooled McMaster1931 and Wallangra2003 Libraries of Haemonchus contortus Aligned to the ISE and MCM

Reference Genomes

Alignment to ISE Alignment to MCM

Pooled 6 McMaster1931

Libraries

Pooled 5 Wallangra2003

Libraries

Pooled 6 McMaster1931

Libraries

Pooled 5 Wallangra2003

Libraries

Reads from Illumina 321,051,718 286,764,240 321,051,718 286,764,240

Remaining after trimming (%) 94 95 94 95

Remaining after alignment to reference

genome (%)

87 88 88 89

Remaining after filtering (%) 60 56 69 70

Remaining after duplication removal (%) 94 95 94 94

Remaining after coverage screen (%) 80 82 73 72

Mean coverage 36.02 34.2 22.9 21.2
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difference between the alternate allele frequency estimated

from NGS compared with the allelotyping method was less

than 0.1, and 30% of the SNPs had a less than 0.2 frequency

difference (fig. 3). Both populations showed 33 SNPs that had

a difference greater than�0.8. The high number of SNPs with

a negative difference indicated the Illumina method tended to

underestimate the pooled alternate allele frequency in both

populations.

The Illumina to Sequenom allele frequency difference for

the SNPs which passed the validation steps (see below) yielded

similar results: mean difference of 0.2 (SD¼ 0.4) with no sig-

nificant difference between the two populations (t ¼ �0.7,

df¼ 391, P¼ 0.5) or between randomly distributed and

chemical-resistance SNPs (t¼ 1.3, df¼ 64, P¼ 0.2). This result

indicates that the SNPs which failed the three validation steps

had a wide range of allele frequency differences between the

Illumina and Sequenom platforms. The whole panel Ti/Tv ratio

was 0.87 across both SNPs sets, the randomly distributed had

a ratio of 1.01 and the chemical resistance had a ratio of 0.57.

The 189 randomly distribution SNPs which passed validation

had a Ti/Tv of 1.16.

SNPs Panel Validation

The validation steps eliminated a total of 22% (72 SNPs) of

the 334 selected SNPs evaluated (table 2): 55 from the ran-

domly selected and 17 from the candidate resistance set.

Eleven SNPs were eliminated for more than one criterion.

The identity of the SNPs which passed, or failed quality control

and were eliminated, is indicated in supplementary material
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FIG. 1.—Comparison of the randomly selected SNPs across the two Haemonchus contortus populations. (A) Alternate allele frequency difference

between population McMaster1931 and Wallangra2003 for the 244 SNPs. (B) Distribution of SNPs from populations McMaster1931 and Wallangra2003

across alternative allele frequency value for the 244 SNPs. (C) Alternate allele frequency difference between population McMaster1931 and Wallangra2003

for the 189 randomly selected SNPs which passed validation steps. (D) Distribution of SNPs from populations McMaster1931 and Wallangra2003 across

alternative allele frequency values for the 189 SNPs which passed validation.
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S1, Supplementary Material online. A total of 21 SNPs were

eliminated as they failed the multiplexing or the amplification

of the allelotyping reaction (table 2). A total of 20 SNPs were

eliminated as they amplified in reactions using template DNA

from a nontarget species. Many of the eliminated SNPs am-

plified in multiple co-occurring species. The species

Tel. circumcincta, T. colubriformis, O. columbianum, and

C. ovina all amplified in the 20 SNPs eliminated, whereas

14, 13, and 12 SNPs amplified for the species

O. venulosum, Ovis aries, and Coo. oncophora, respectively.

A total of 13 SNPs were eliminated as they failed to accu-

rately detect artificially admixed populations, showing a

frequency difference greater than 0.25 (supplementary material

S4, Supplementary Material online) in the 50:50 validation test

measuring the difference between the estimated 50%/50%

admixed population and the observed 50%/50% population

alternate allele frequency. The McMaster1931 and

Wallangra2003 populations showed the highest mean 50:50

test difference with 0.076 (SD across all SNPs of 0.09), whereas

GoldCoast2004 and Goondiwindi2011 showed the lowest dif-

ference of 0.048 (with a SD of 0.06 across SNPs), and

Mackay2009 and Cannawigara2006 showed a 50:50 differ-

ence of 0.065 (SD¼ 0.091). Of the 13 eliminated SNPs, the

mean of the 50:50 test difference was 0.40. The greatest

FIG. 2.—Genomic distribution of the randomly selected (green) and chemical resistance (blue) SNPs which passed the validation steps. SNPs that failed

the validation steps (red) and SNPs that passed validation but did not amplify in 19 or more of the 21 Australian populations (orange) are also shown.

Alignment is to Haemonchus contortus genome build as Doyle et al. (2017).
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50:50 difference was 0.96. Detection of a gradient pattern

from the 100%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0% artificially admixed

populations was also assessed by eye for each SNP.

A total of 27 SNPs were eliminated as they failed the rep-

resentation of pooled sample validation by showing a higher

than 0.2 difference in allele frequency between pooled and

individual samples from either the McMaster1931 or

Wallangra2003 populations (table 2). t-Tests indicated that

across all SNPs, the pooled versus individual’s allele frequency

was not significantly different in the McMaster1931

(t ¼ �0.81, df¼ 335, P¼ 0.41) and Wallangra2003 popula-

tions (t ¼ �1.19, df¼ 443, P¼ 0.23). Across both popula-

tions and across all SNPs, there was a significant correlation

between the pooled sample allele frequency and the mean of

Population McMaster1931 Wallangra2003
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FIG. 3.—Alternate allele frequency difference between the NGS Illumina and Sequenom allelotyping methods for Haemonchus contortus populations

McMaster1931 and Wallangra2003 for (A) 334 SNPs and (B) 262 SNPs that passed validation.

Table 2

Number of SNPs Eliminated due to Different Validation Steps

Validation Step Randomly Selected SNPs Chemical-Resistance SNPs Total Number of SNP

Multiplex creation 13 0 13

Amplification 8 0 8

Pooling versus individual 24 3 27

Admixed population detection 7 6 13

Co-occurring species 9 11 20

Passed 189 73 262

NOTE.—Numbers include the SNPs that failed for multiple steps.
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the 30 individual allele frequencies (R2¼ 0.78, Fstat¼ 885,

df¼ 539, P¼ 1.3e-32). The linear regression intercept and

slope were 0.054 and 0.84 respectively. Approximately

50% of the SNPs (48% in McMaster1931 and 52% in

Wallangra2003) showed that pooled worm samples under-

estimated the minor allele frequency compared with individ-

ual worm samples (negative allele differences), though these

differences were not statistically significant. The mean pool to

individuals sample difference across all SNPs was �0.02

(SD¼ 0.25) and �0.013 (SD¼ 0.26) in McMaster1931 and

Wallangra2003, respectively. The highest pool to individuals

sample difference was for SNP83 with a difference of 0.84.

Spatially Dispersed Population Differentiation

Amplification of the validated 262 SNPs across the 21

Australian populations demonstrated that 119 SNPs did not

amplify reliably in three or more populations and were there-

fore eliminated from the population genetics analysis.

Therefore 143 high-quality, reliable SNPs, including 113 ran-

domly distributed and 30 putative resistance SNPs, were in-

cluded in the final analysis. Of the randomly distributed SNPs

retained, 4.5% (11) are located in exons, whereas 80% (90

SNPs) are in noncoding regions (introns or intergenic regions)

(supplementary material S1, Supplementary Material online).

An additional 5% (12) did not map to the 2018 assembly and

therefore do not have an annotation. Of the 30 putative drug-

resistance SNPs retained, 70% (21 SNPs) were found in cod-

ing regions of the target gene previously identified in the ISE

assembly (supplementary material S1, Supplementary

Material online). These 143 SNPs were distributed on all six

scaffolds of the H. contortus genome (fig. 2).

There was no correlation between pairwise SNP physical

distance on the chromosomes and the variance of alternate
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allele frequency across the 21 populations (R2¼ 0.004,

Fstat¼ 8.76, df¼ 1,714, P¼ 0.003). Variance ranged from

0 to 0.23 with 616 SNP pairs (36% of all possible SNP pairs)

with variance lower than 0.05. These low variance SNP pairs

were distributed across all chromosomes (chrom1: 156 pairs,

chrom2:120, chrom3:80, chrom4:22, chrom5:154,

chromX:84) and ranged in distance from 434 bases to

43,892,631 bases. The SNP pair with the lowest variance

(SNP13 and SNP36) were 26,010,943 bases away from

each other on chromosome 2. In contrast, the SNP pair

with the highest variance (SNP125 and SNP126) were

14,500 bases away on chromosome 1.

The SNP allelotyping data from 21 populations were ana-

lyzed using a principal component analysis (PCA) for the entire

set and for the randomly selected and the chemical resistance

SNPs as two additional analyses (fig. 4). The first two axis

components explained 43.9% and 59% of the population

variation for the randomly selected and chemical-resistance

SNPs sets respectively. A total of ten and six dimensions were

necessary to encompass at least 90% of the variation in the

randomly selected and chemical-resistance sets, respectively.

The ten SNPs with the highest contribution to the population

variation in the randomly selected SNPs allele frequency were

an equal number of SNPs from the MCM and ISE genome

assembly and ranged from 4.7% (SNP33) to 2.4% (SNP202).

The ten SNPs with the highest contribution to the population

variation for the putative drug resistance gene SNPs ranged

from 41% (BTUB1-198) to 0.2% (SNP265) and included the

BTUB1-200, two cytochrome P450 SNPs and two nAChR

SNPs.

Geographical location and the BTUB1-198 allele frequen-

cies were overlayed on the PCA pattern to attempt to identify

single variables as the explanatory factor (fig. 4, see supple-

mentary material S2, Supplementary Material online, for pop-

ulation detail). For the geographical origin variable, the NSW

populations formed a cluster using both the randomly distrib-

uted and chemical-resistance SNPs sets (fig. 4A and B). The

two WA and the two QLD populations were close together

using the randomly distributed SNPs, whereas the QLD and

WA/SA groups were the most distant. The laboratory-derived

ChiswickAVRS population showed a distinct component lo-

cation compared with all other populations using both SNP

sets. The hierarchical clustering from the PCA coordinates of

the two SNPs sets confirmed ChiswickAVRS as the most dis-

tant and unique population (supplementary material S5,

Supplementary Material online). The pattern of variation

seen in the populations using the putative drug resistance

gene SNPs formed distinct clusters using the allele frequency

of the BTUB1-198 SNP (fig. 4D). The BTUB1-198 frequency

variation did not form distinct clusters in populations using the

randomly distributed SNPs.

A total of 18 SNPs were homozygotes for the 21 popula-

tions (allele frequency 0 or 1) and 13 SNPs were heterozygous

for all 21 populations (allele frequency between >0 and <1).

There was no significant difference in heterozygosity between

the 21 populations across the 143 SNPs (data not shown).

Populations showed significant differences in Fst (fig. 5A).

The pairwise Fst values ranged from 0 to 0.309 for the ran-

domly selected markers and from 0 to 0.331 for the putative

drug resistance gene SNPs (supplementary material S6,

Supplementary Material online). The NSW and QLD popula-

tions grouped with short branch lengths using Fst, whereas

the WA and SA populations were separated by longer

branches on the tree. The laboratory-derived ChiswickAVRS

population was separated by a very long branch, and this

divergence was significant. Using the putative drug resistance

gene SNPs, the populations were more segregated than for

the randomly selected SNPs (fig. 5B). The two laboratory-

derived populations were in a clade with the WA and SA

populations. The populations with known drug resistance

were scattered in different clades. The ChiswickAVRS popu-

lation was significantly different from most populations (14

populations) using Fst derived from the analysis of the puta-

tive drug resistance gene SNPs.

The Shannon diversity index reports a higher diversity if there

is a large variation of allele frequencies (from 0 to 1) across all

SNPs in the given population. The Shannon allelic diversity

ranged from 4.304 to 4.544 for the randomly selected SNPs

and from 2.516 to 2.695 for the putative drug resistance gene

SNPs (fig. 5C and D; supplementary material S7, Supplementary

Material online). The Shannon index clustering mirrored the Fst

clustering, but the patterns of significant differences were more

pronounced, especially for the randomly distributed SNPs, with

groups separated by higher degrees of significance. The

ChiswickAVRS (4.304), Cannawigara2006 (4.379), and

Harvey2017 (4.381) populations had significantly lower allelic

diversity compared with most NSW populations, whereas the

NSW populations Riverina2017 and Wongarbon2017 had the

largest allelic diversity (supplementary material S7,

Supplementary Material online). Using the putative drug resis-

tance gene SNPs, ChiswickAVRS also had significantly lower

allelic diversity, followed by Narrikup2017, whereas

Cannawigara2006 had the highest diversity with 2.695. The

Shannon index, from neutral and resistance SNPs, did not

show a clustering pattern mirroring geography.

The comparison of the pairwise Fst values and tree topol-

ogy between data sets with varying numbers of SNPs indi-

cated that sets of 75 and 100 SNPs were stable and yielded

similar results as the complete 113 SNPs panel. However, sets

of 10, 25 and 50 SNPs were not stable enough to accurately

represent the 21 populations in this study, even when includ-

ing the top ten informative SNPs from the PCA. The Fst tree

from the three replicates of the 75 SNPs and 100 SNPs sets

yielded the same topology, apart from the unstable position

of population Wongarbon between replicates of both sets

and with the topology of the tree from the complete SNPs

panel. The 75 SNP and 100 SNP panels showed the highest

similarity of the fixation index analysis compared with the
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complete 113 SNPs panel. The difference between the Fst

values of the 75 SNPs and 100 SNPs panels was within 0.03

and 0.01 compared with the complete panel. Additionally,

the 75 SNPs panel only had five (16%) fewer significant pop-

ulation pair compared with the complete panels, whereas the

100 SNPs panel identified the same populations pairs with

significantly different Fst. By contrast, the 10, 25, and 50

SNPs sets yielded unstable Fst tree topologies, and large var-

iations in maximum Fst values (>0.05), and large variations in

the number (>8 pairs) and identity of significant pairwise Fst.

Noteworthy, the analysis of the ten PCA-informative SNPs

yielded a somewhat similar Fst tree topology, but showed

the largest differences in mean, maximum, SD, and number

of significant population pairs compared with the complete

panel. The above result from this sensitivity test indicates that

only 66% of SNPs from the complete panel selected here are

necessary to achieve the same level of population monitoring.

Discussion

SNPs Panel Construction

The SNP discovery workflow used in the present study is suit-

able for situations where the reference genome is of varying

quality and/or there are multiple reference genome assem-

blies. We selected 334 SNPs for evaluation from over 13 mil-

lion SNPs identified from alignments of sequence data with

FIG. 5.—Neighbor-joining tree based on the euclidean distance between the 21 Haemonchus contortus populations. Pairwise Fst values were used to

generate the trees in (A) and (B), and Shannon’s allelic diversity index was used to generate the trees in (C) and (D). Panels (A) and (C) are from analyses using

the randomly selected SNPs, and panels (B) and (D) are from analyses using the putative chemical-resistance SNPs. Different letters indicate significant

differences between populations (P<0.05). The three population from South Australia and Western Australia colored orange.
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two partial genome assemblies. Our SNP selection strategy

performed well, with only a low percentage (2%) of non-

amplifying markers, whereas 94% of the markers were

mapped with high accuracy (i.e., BLAST E-value) to a recent

high-quality H. contortus genome assembly. The mean read

coverage we used (20� each in two sequencing projects)

exceeds the 10� coverage considered to be ideal for discovery

of SNPs variants from multisample data (Jiang et al. 2019). We

did not determine if a lower coverage requirement would

have been sufficient. Rather, with a very large number of

potential SNP markers to choose from, we decided on a

more stringent approach. The earlier H. contortus genome

assemblies we utilized during marker selection were not

equally useful for the task, reflecting findings that the ISE

genome better represents H. contortus than the McM ge-

nome. The design of the SNP panel based on the two earlier

genomes, followed by validation on the more complete ge-

nome assembly allowed a post hoc evaluation of the original

alignment for the genome regions which were the focus of

the SNP panel for H. contortus. The SNPs that did not map to

the recent assembly (6%), but amplified well, could be due to

gaps in the genomic assembly, or poor BLAST accuracy

against the genome due to structural or sequence variants.

The genome of H. contortus remains a focus of research, and

refinements will continue to be made (Laing et al. 2013;

Palevich et al. 2019; Doyle et al. 2020).

Pooled individual samples were selected because 1) field

derived samples of H. contortus can only be obtained from

nematode eggs in feces or larvae from fecal cultures, larvae

are preferred because of a lower risk of polymerase chain

reaction (PCR)-inhibiting contaminants, 2) H. contortus larvae

are <1 mm long, therefore time consuming to separate and

do not reliably yield DNA, and finally 3) in order to obtain a

reliable estimate of population genetics statistics in popula-

tions that contain millions of individuals, several hundred to a

thousand individuals would be needed. Pooled genotyping

has recently been acknowledged to be a cost-effective and

reliable estimate of individual allele frequency data for popu-

lation genetics applications (Futschik and Schlötterer 2010;

Boitard et al. 2012; Rellstab et al. 2013; Lynch et al. 2014).

The estimated allele frequency divergence between that

predicted from NGS alignment and that predicted from

pooled individual Sequenom allelotyping was greater than

observed in the one study to our knowledge that has also

transferred NGS data to the Sequenom platform (Smith

et al. 2018). Smith et al. (2018) reported 36% of SNPs

were predicted to be heterozygous from NGS but were ho-

mozygous from Sequenom, resulting in only 50% of SNPs

being informative after transfer to Sequenom. Our study cor-

roborates this finding, with 40% of potential SNPs homozy-

gous when estimated using pooled allelotyping from

Sequenom assays. Interestingly, an additional 6–12% SNPs,

in the McMaster1931 and Wallangra2003 populations, re-

spectively, were homozygous for the nucleotide predicted

to be the minor allele from NGS. These results show that

the estimation of allelic frequency from NGS can differ largely

from the estimation by Sequenom (based on pooled base

weight). The differences in allelic frequencies between the

two methods observed here could have been influenced by

different quantitative population sampling as the Illumina se-

quencing was undertaken with pools of DNA from 120 adult

individuals, whereas the Sequenom allelotyping was carried

out on DNA from a pool of at least 5,000 individual larvae.

The number of high-quality SNPs identified in this study

indicates a high heterogeneity and genetic diversity within

populations. This has been extensively reported from previous

H. contortus genetic studies (Hunt et al. 2008; Gilleard and

Redman 2016). Comparison of high-quality SNP density in the

H. contortus genome with other studies is difficult as previous

studies in H. contortus have mainly identified SNPs in specific

loci linked to chemical resistance and have used related sus-

ceptible populations as the reference (Bagnall et al. 2017; Luo

et al. 2017). Using highly reduced representation 2 b-RAD

sequencing, the study from Khan et al. (2019) identified

86k whole-genome SNPs from various worldwide

H. contortus populations. The 2 b-RAD sequencing method

has been flagged as potentially problematic in highly hetero-

geneous genomes due to the short reads limiting locus deter-

mination (Wang et al. 2012). Given the 11 million SNPs

identified in our study, and the 86k SNPs identified by Khan

et al. (2019), this would imply that 2 b-RAD sequencing in

H. contortus can uncover less than 1% of the total number

of biallelic SNPs, or that the populations used here are signif-

icantly more polymorphic than the one used by Khan et al.

(2019). The study by Sall�e et al. (2019) discovered 23 million

SNPs using a similar sequencing platform as the present study,

Illumina HiSeq2500, but alignment was made to the 2017

genome assembly. This could indicate that the lower assembly

quality of the ISE and McM genomes used in the present

study, compared with the 2018 assembly, results in a consid-

erable underestimation of 12 million SNPs (52%). The high

number of shorter, noncontiguous scaffolds in the ISE and

McM genomes, compared with the six chromosomes of the

2018 assembly, could contribute to the significant masking of

SNPs observed here. This nematode species, with its multiple

worldwide genome assemblies of various quality, would be a

good model to test SNP discovery robustness compared with

reference genome characteristics.

This large variation in the number of SNPs identified could

be due to technical or potentially biological issues. As a spe-

cies, H. contortus has a large, complex, and heterogeneous

genome evidenced by the observation of much more inter-

genome variation than expected between Australian and

South African genomic assembly comparison. Future whole-

genome SNP discovery studies in H. contortus will help obtain

a more complete estimate of the level of polymorphism in this

species.
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Similar SNP discovery and validation pipelines have been

published for animals, crops, pests, and humans (Paschou

et al. 2007; Van Tassell et al. 2008; Kofler et al. 2011;

Ozerov et al. 2013; Mimee et al. 2015; Melo et al. 2016;

Torkamaneh et al. 2016; Kleinman-Ruiz et al. 2017; Wright

et al. 2019; Catanese et al. 2021). However, some were not

designed for pooled sequencing (Paschou et al. 2007; Melo

et al. 2016; Torkamaneh et al. 2016), or did not aim to select a

subset of representative SNPs (Van Tassell et al. 2008; Kofler

et al. 2011; Mimee et al. 2015). A similar approach to ours

was used by Kleinman-Ruiz (2017) and Wright (2019), in lynx

and Tasmanian devil, which contrary to H. contortus have

strong population structure and known pedigrees. These

two studies also used only NGS and did not transfer results

onto another platform. The validation of SNPs predicted from

NGS genotyping on the Sequenom platform allows a possible

integrated monitoring approach, where combined sets of

SNPs can be used for pathogen monitoring (such as

H. contortus) and livestock genetics, to achieve efficiencies

of scale (also using SNP-Chip approach) as well as reduced

cost. The monitoring of widespread agricultural pests gener-

ally necessitating larger populations at large spatial scale com-

pared with endangered species.

SNPs Validation

The SNP panel selected following the validation steps can be

used to accurately estimate allele frequency from pooled DNA

and track admixed population variations exclusively in H. con-

tortus, even in samples containing DNA from mixed-GIN spe-

cies. The 20 SNPs that amplified in co-occurring species could

provide the basis of community-level assessment for future

studies, especially in species where a reference genome is not

available. Given the genetic profile of two or more

H. contortus populations, the SNP panel can identify the levels

of admixture (0%, 25%, 50%, or 75%) between populations

with an accuracy of 60.08. This capacity will enable us to

consider detection of quarantine-drench failure or other sour-

ces of between-property transfer of parasites. The validation

steps performed on the two populations in the present study

was not biased toward specific values of alternate allele fre-

quency as shown by the similar range of allele frequency (and

allele frequency differences) before and after validation.

The validation step eliminating the highest number of SNPs

was the examination of allele frequency from pooled samples

compared with the summation of assays conducted using

DNA from individual nematodes. In agreement with an earlier

study using Arabidopsis thaliana (Rellstab et al. 2013), the

pool versus individual allele frequency difference in the pre-

sent study was not significantly different, at below 4%, and

showed a strong correlation (R2). In line with Lynch et al.

(2014), the lowest allele frequency estimation of pooled sam-

ple was close to the 5/N threshold with an expected value of

0.05, with the observed value being 0.06 in our study. The

mean read coverage of our pooled sample SNP estimation

was 40�, a value which was identified by Kofler et al.

(2011) as the threshold to estimate allele frequency for pop-

ulation genetic application from pooled samples, but lower

than the value of 50� identified by Schlötterer et al. (2014).

We attempted to identify factors which might predict fail-

ure of quality control for the SNP which we analyzed in this

study. None of the factors evaluated, such as sequencing cov-

erage, loci duplication in either reference genome, frequency

uncertainty values, low difference between alternate allele

frequency of Wallangra2003 and McMaster1931, scaffold

bias, homozygote to heterozygote ratio, or transversion ver-

sus transition (data not shown) could successfully predict

which SNPs failed or passed the different validation steps.

This demonstrates the requirement for laboratory-based qual-

ity control steps rather than relying solely upon currently avail-

able bioinformatics analysis methods.

Australian Populations Genetic Diversity

The PCA and Fst methods have proven successful for assess-

ing population genetics following whole-genome SNP discov-

ery (Paschou et al. 2007; Mimee et al. 2015; Ballesteros et al.

2018; Wright et al. 2019). Differentiation between the field

and lab-derived populations, and between the various field

populations was achieved in the present study. Similar to pre-

vious results, this analysis indicated the presence of low levels

of population structure and high intrapopulation genetic di-

versity in Australian H. contortus (Hunt et al. 2008) compared

with comparisons between populations from different conti-

nents (Yin et al. 2013, 2016; Dey et al. 2019; Khan et al.

2019; Portanier et al. 2019). The SNPs that did not reliably

amplify in three or more of the 21 populations are possibly

further evidence of the high-density of polymorphisms in

H. contortus, as the amplification of SNPs of interest relies

on the absence of other polymorphisms within a 150-bp ge-

nomic region. The randomly distributed SNPs overwhelmingly

(80%) annotated to noncoding regions of the genome com-

pared with the chemical-resistance SNPs set. The randomly

selected SNPs have the potential to be selectively neutral, and

adequately represent population genetic shifts due to a com-

bination of management strategies. Each SNP evaluated can

be considered independent as there was no evidence of pair-

wise SNP linkage across the 21 populations. We examined the

data to investigate if the SNP panel has the flexibility to be

reduced to fit technical or financial constraints. As long as a

minimum of 75 random SNPs is selected from the neutral

panel constructed here, the population genetic structure

based on Fst results was stable, this was the best estimate

of the minimum useful SNP density we could deduce using

our methods. If a much greater number of SNP markers were

developed into high throughput tests a full-scale power anal-

ysis might be possible, refining the estimate of minimum use-

ful SNP density. SNP selection based on PCA contribution to
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subsequently assess population genetics has been shown to

be a successful and tested method in humans (Paschou et al.

2007). This method does not hold in the nematode

H. contortus based on our results; the most informative

SNPs from the PCA on their own did not accurately represent

the relationships between populations in H. contortus.

The three population genetics metrics we calculated from

the allelotyping data reveal no genetic structure based on

geographic location or known chemical resistance for the

randomly distributed SNPs. The putative chemical-resistance

SNP set also shows no genetic structure based on geographic

origin but does separate the 21 populations by categories of

BTUB1-198 frequency. The PCA and Fst analysis show the

three western populations (SA and WA) together but also

include eastern (NSW) populations within the grouping. This

indicates that there is no large-scale geographic pattern in the

Australian H. contortus populations. the pattern of Australian

populations based solely on the BTUB1-198 mutation (E198A)

is highly similar to the pattern shown by the chemical-resistant

SNP panel, which is not the case for the BTUB1-200 (F200Y)

mutation. The importance of the E198A mutation compared

with the F200Y supports earlier analyses of benzimidazole

resistance in Australian isolates in which the presence of the

E198A mutation conferred a higher level of resistance (Kotze

et al. 2012). The BTUB1-198 pattern holds even though some

of the populations are resistant to drugs other than the ben-

zimidazoles. This could indicate the widespread baseline re-

sistance of field populations in Australia to the benzimidazoles

due to long standing use of this chemical group (Emery et al.

2016). As expected, the inbred laboratory stain ChiswickAVRS

was easily differentiated from the 20 other populations.

Compared with the randomly distributed SNPs, the

chemical-resistance SNPs show larger Fst values accompanied

with lower differences in allelic diversity, which is to be

expected from selective polymorphisms as also observed pre-

viously (Luo et al. 2017).

Conclusion

The two sets of SNPs developed here—randomly selected and

putative chemical-resistance—provide a cost-effective, flexi-

ble, and rapid monitoring tool for population characterization

and potentially detecting genetic change over time for an

important parasite of livestock. This tool can be used to iden-

tify new population incursions, varying levels of admixed pop-

ulation, assess quarantine-drench efficacy, and monitor

changes in populations due to management interventions.

The strategic use of such genetic tools could help slow the

evolution of drug-resistant populations. The workflow devel-

oped here is flexible enough to be applied to other parasites

and pest population control. The approach of SNP selection

presented here will be applicable to other species with high

genetic diversity and uncertainty in genomic assembly.

Materials and Methods

Parasite Culture

To generate parasite material for use in this work, sheep were

housed indoors on slatted floors so that no transmission be-

tween animals via pasture was possible and were given heat

treated feed rations which do not contain viable parasite ma-

terial. Before infection, sheep were treated with anthelmintic

drugs (naphthalophos, monepantel, levamisole, albendazole,

abamectin, triclabendazole, and oxfendazole) according to

the manufacturer’s dosing instructions and using the individ-

ual animal’s liveweight. The doses were administered over

two days to avoid possible antagonisms between products.

Levamisole, albendazole, and abamectin were provided using

a combination product, as was the triclabendazole and oxfen-

dazole. Adult parasite material was harvested postmortem,

and larvae were cultured from collected feces according to

standard procedures. Animal ethics was approved for these

experiments under New South Wales (Australia) legislation by

the CSIRO FD McMaster Laboratory Animal Ethics Committee

under animal research authorities 10/11, 12/02, 13/23, 14/10,

15/07, 16/14, 17/12, and 18/09.

SNP Discovery

DNA was extracted from five and six pools of 20 sexually

mature adult female H. contortus worms from the

Wallangra2003 and McMaster1931 isolates, respectively. As

H. contortus is polyandrous, each pool would be expected to

comprise DNA from more than 20 individuals due to the likely

presence of DNA from the female parent, the fertilized eggs in

utero, and stored spermatozoa within the spermatheca of

each individual. These populations were selected as geneti-

cally distant Australian populations (Hunt et al. 2008). A total

of 11 paired-end 100-bp fragment libraries were sequenced

using MiSeq technology (Illumina Australia, VIC) and the data

are available through NCBI (BioProject ID PRJNA784704). The

11 individual libraries were aligned to the two previously avail-

able H. contortus reference genome assemblies (Laing et al.

2013; Schwarz et al. 2013). SNP were chosen from these

alignments and analyzed according to the variant discovery

pipeline (fig. 6). The SNP panel was subsequently screened

against the improved 2017 genome assembly for H. contortus

(Doyle et al. 2017) in order to assess SNP validity, position, and

functionality.

Following the alignment of individual libraries to the two

reference genomes, reads were filtered based on the follow-

ing criteria; 1) high alignment quality (MAPQ > 60), 2) both

reads in a pair were aligned (samtools v1.3.1, Li et al. 2009),

and 3) optical and PCR read duplicates identified and removed

(Picard v2.9.2, http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard, last

accessed February 21, 2022). The variant discovery consisted

of two steps; 1) variants (SNPs and Indels) were identified in

each of the 11 samples individually (intrapopulation), and 2)
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the two populations were genotyped (interpopulation)

(fig. 6). The variant discovery steps were performed using

GATK (Van der Auwera et al. 2013).

Variant filtering was used to remove Indels and SNPs which

were not biallelic. Remaining SNPs were removed if they had a

low quality by coverage score (QD< 5), were found only on

the same read orientation (FisherStrand >60), had differing

variant call quality between the reference and alternate alleles

(MQRankSumtest < �5), had variants that were found only

within the extremities of reads (ReadPosRankSum< �8), and

finally if variants were found more commonly on one strand

than the other (StrandOddRatio> 3). The conservative filter-

ing followed the best practice guideline of DePristo et al.

(2011).

From the filtered SNPs a panel was selected. First, an equal

number of SNP from alignments to the two draft genomes

were selected, including 244 randomly distributed SNPs, and

90 SNPs specifically located within or near genes implicated in

drug resistance. The 244 randomly distributed SNPs were se-

lected based upon the following criteria; 1) equal number of

transition and transversion substitutions, 2) located on the

largest 50% of all genomic scaffolds within each of the two

draft genomes, 3) representing the range of possible allele

frequency differences between populations (0–1), and 4)

across the range of possible minor allele frequencies within

populations (0–0.5). The selection process was designed to

find a set of markers that would be likely to display genetic

variation between populations, be unlikely to have gene spe-

cific associations with drug selection and, when analyzed as a

set, would reflect overall genetic changes in the population

under study, or reflect differences between populations. A

further 90 SNPs were selected specifically from the scientific

literature to enable comparisons in genes implicated in drug

resistance in H. contortus. Protein sequences from genes with

known and putative effects on drug susceptibility in

H. contortus (supplementary material S1, Supplementary

Material online) were retrieved from NCBI and screened

against the list of high-quality SNPs discovered. These in-

cluded known SNPs which are putatively involved in drug re-

sistance and were from the isotype 1 of the b-tubulin gene

btub1 (benzimidazole resistance), monepantel target gene acr

(monepantel resistance), the glutamate gated chloride ion

channel-3, and other glutamate gated chloride ion channel

receptors (macrocyclic lactone resistance), the amphid den-

drite dye-filling deficient gene dyf-7 (macrocyclic lactone re-

sistance), and nicotine acetylcholine receptors (levamisole

resistance). Further, genes putatively involved in drug resis-

tance such as cytochrome P450s, P-glycoproteins, UDP-

glucuronosyltransferases, ATP-binding cassette transporters,

and haf-transporters were also screened for presence of

high-quality SNPs (Neveu et al. 2010; Williamson et al.

2011; Martin et al. 2012; Janssen et al. 2013; Kotze et al.

2014; Romine et al. 2014).

Allelotyping Reaction

The H. contortus SNP panel was developed for use with mass

spectrometry allelotyping technology. The 334 SNPs were

multiplexed to be allelotyped using the Sequenom platform

(Gabriel et al. 2009). An average of 25–40 SNPs was included

in each reaction. PCR primers and extension primers were

designed for each SNP. The markers were multiplexed in as

few sets as possible depending on the mass of the allele se-

quenced, ensuring each marker’s amplicon size did not over-

lap on the chromatogram. Each SNP marker was analyzed

after primer extension using the Agena Bioscience

FIG. 6.—SNP discovery, selection, and validation workflow.
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Sequenom MassArray system in triplicate (Neogen Australasia

[formerly UQ Animal Genetics Laboratory], Gatton, QLD).

SNP Panel Validation

The validation for each SNP involved three steps determining

if, 1) the pooled sample allele frequency estimation was sim-

ilar to frequency estimates from analysis of multiple separate

individuals from the same population, 2) the PCR amplifica-

tion was successful for H. contortus but not co-occurring

nematode species, and 3) the SNP could be used to identify

artificially admixed populations (fig. 6).

Pooled versus Individual Sample Allelotyping

DNA was extracted from 30 individual adult males from the

McMaster1931 and the Wallangra2003 isolates using the

DirectPCR Lysis (MouseTail) buffer (Viagen Biotech, CA) fol-

lowing the manufacturer’s protocol. DNA was quantified us-

ing spectrophotometry (NanoDrop, Thermo Fisher Scientific)

and the 30 individuals per population were pooled in equi-

molar concentration to create three samples: MCM_100%,

WAL_100%, and a pool of 50% MCM and 50% WAL. Each

of the 60 individuals and three pooled samples were allelo-

typed for each SNP marker in triplicate.

Detection of Artificially Admixed Populations

Artificially admixed populations were created using three pop-

ulation pairs: 1) McMaster1931 and Wallangra2003, 2)

Mackay2009 and Cannawigara2006, and 3)

Goondiwindi2011 and GoldCoast2004 (supplementary ma-

terial S2, Supplementary Material online). The WAL/MCM pair

was selected as it was initially used in genomic discovery of

the SNPs, the Mackay/Cannawigara pair were from the most

distant in North to South axis, and the Goondiwindi/

GoldCoast pair were from the most divergent coast/inland

distance. Pooled samples from each population were mixed

at different ratios in a pairwise fashion: 0:100, 25:75, 50:50,

75:25, and 100:0. The alternate (e.g., nonreference) allele

frequencies from these admixed populations were evaluated

in two ways. First, the observed gradient in allele frequency

across the samples was determined and compared with that

expected based on analysis of the individual populations.

Second, the alternate allele frequency observed for the

50:50 population was compared with the observed alternate

allele frequency mean of the 0:100 and 100:0 populations.

Co-occurring GIN Species

This validation step was designed to ensure the H. contortus-

specificity of the SNP panel so that the test would be useful to

analyze samples from coinfected animals. DNA of adult indi-

viduals from T. colubriformis, Tel. circumcincta, C. ovina,

Coo. oncophora, and O. columbianum was extracted from

samples collected in 2012, 2007, 2007, 2013, and 2007, re-

spectively. Samples from the species O. venulosum were ac-

quired from the South Australian Museum (original collection

in 1981). Although not available as a single species sample, a

20:80 sample of H. contortus: T. vitrinus was used (collection

in 2007) to establish SNPs affected by this level of T. vitrinus

inclusion in H. contortus samples. Sheep (Ovis aries) DNA was

also used to ensure no cross-reaction with host genetic ma-

terial. Except for O. venulosum, all samples came from the

CSIRO F.D. McMaster laboratory parasite collection (Armidale,

NSW, Australia).

Using the SNP Panel to Examine Spatially Diverse

H. contortus Populations from Australia

A total of 21 H. contortus populations collected across

Australia were used (supplementary material S2,

Supplementary Material online). Ten populations from com-

mercial properties were sampled in 2017/18; populations in-

cluding those from Holbrook2018, Goulbourn2018,

Sydney2017, Tenterden2017, Duri2017, Riverina2017,

Bombala2017, Cooma2018, Wongarbon2017, and

Wellington2017. Eleven historical samples came from the

CSIRO F.D. McMaster laboratory parasite collection (supple-

mentary material S2, Supplementary Material online).

McMaster1931 and ChiswickAVRS are considered laboratory

populations; they originate from field collections that are

older than 20 years and have been subjected to strong genetic

bottlenecks due to phenotype selection (ChiswickAVRS) or

random selection of low numbers of individuals throughout

the years (McMaster1931). The population Wallangra2003 is

resistant to the benzimidazole, macrocyclic lactone, imidazo-

thiazole and salicylanilide drug classes, GoldCoast2004, and

ChiswickAVRS are resistant to macrocyclic lactones, and

Cannawigara2006 is resistant to benzimidazoles (detailed in

Hunt et al. [2008]). The drug resistance phenotype is un-

known for the other populations. The BTUB1-198 mutation

is shown as it is one of the well-known mutations conferring

high level benzimidazole resistance in H. contortus.

DNA was extracted from a pool of larvae (2017/2018 pop-

ulations) or adult individuals and population-level SNP allele

frequencies were obtained for each population using the

extracted DNA. The mean frequency of the nonreference al-

ternate allele of each SNP was calculated along with the re-

spective allele frequency uncertainty from the Sequenom

allelotyping platform. The mean frequency uncertainty from

allelotyping was added to any frequency difference between

individual and pool to obtain an overall frequency uncertainty

value across all SNPs. These overall frequency uncertainty val-

ues were used to create a distribution of potential alternate

allele frequencies. To evaluate the extent of linkage groups of

the SNPs selected from pooled population amplification, the

correlation between pairwise SNPs distance on each of the
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chromosome with the variance across the 21 population’s

alternate allele frequency was calculated.

PCA, pairwise fixation index (Fst) estimation, and allelic

frequency diversity were used to investigate the relationships

between populations based on genetic diversity. The PCA was

performed in R using the dudi.pca function using the mean

alternate allele frequency of each population for each SNP (R

v.3.4.0, R Development Core Team 2019). The Fst between

population pair was calculated using the alternate allele fre-

quency distribution input (described above) using the R func-

tion stamppFst (Pembleton et al. 2013). Pairwise Fst was

visualized using a neighbor-joining tree using the Fst distance

between each population pair, as a distance matrix. Allelic

diversity was calculated using the Shannon H index

(Shannon and Weaver 1949) and visualized using a

neighbor-joining tree using the euclidean distance between

each population pair as a distance matrix.

To assess the stability of the population genetics analysis

used to monitor populations, Fst analysis was performed on

three replicates of four sizes of randomly selected SNP panel:

25, 50, 75, and 100 SNPs. Noninformative SNPs were re-

moved beforehand. The contribution of the top ten most in-

formative SNPs as identified by the PCA to the Fst analysis

were also used as a SNP set on their own.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary data are available at Genome Biology and

Evolution online.
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